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I. INTRODUCTION

4.

SinCe'the end of the military draft.ln 1973, the drilitpry Services
4

Ilave experienced unexpecredly high rates of first-term enlisted attril

tion. 'Recent experience has led military planners to expect nearly 40

pfrcent of each accession colrort to 'leave before the end of their

enlistment term. High gttrition rates imply increased costs and policy

i
_,J ,

.

adjustments throughout the militar)i manpower system, and'their effects '

pervade recruiting, training, forcg retiness and, ultimately, retention

policies.

If the military is to emeliorate excessive attrition, it,must
e

develop improved methods of attrition management. To do so will require

information on the separate effects Of military environment and indivi-

-
,

clued characteristics CM the likelihood:f attrition. Are some occuna-

tions or locations inherently attrition-prone? If this is so', it may be

possible to,change personnel practices to offer greater incentives for

men :to remain in them. Alternatively, is attrition high in some occupa-

tions or locations,not because they are inherently unsatisfactory, but

-because military policy channels attrition-prone individuals into them? .

In that case, it would be more appropriate to considef aAlternative

recruiting screens or manning configurations (e.g., more reliance on

career enliS-ted"personnel) -to contain the attrition probleth..

. 4

This researoh assesses the influence of military environment and

individual background characteristics on the Iiitelihood of post-training

enlisted male attrition. post-tkeining attrition refers to Tecruits who

Complete their Advanced individual training in a military occupational

4
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speciality but lAve the military before the end of their enlistment

term. This aspect of attrition is considered important for two reasons.
mot

0
First, poit-training attrition is costly to the services. It costs the

services much more to lose a technically qualified specialist-t,han to

lose a.trainee. Further, attrition shrinks the services' pool of spe-

r cialists; to maintain mannineat desired levels, the services may there-

fore have to devote more time, money, and personnel to recruiting, and

often must offer greater enlistment incentives. Second, if the recruit

finishes vaining"without either "quitting" or being "fired" by the set.:

, vice, he enters ihe more steady-state post-training phase, which is more

amenable to poliiy adju.s.tments. r

The study.has two objectives. Firsty, we woula like to,identify the .

separate influences of individual backgrOund characteristics (e.g., edu-
.

cational attainment, aptitude, and family status) and setwice envirgn-

ment (e.g., military occupational speciality, duty location assignments,

and career turbulence) on poso-training.attrition. Second, we want to

determine whether the correlates of pott-training attrition,vary across

services and militLy occupations. For example, one might expect tHat

if individuals were poorly matched to jobs then high school'dropouts

would be more likely to leave early in some 'jobs than in others.

The remainder of this paper is divided into threSseCtions. Sec-
,

tion II describes'the data set used in the.analysis and examines occupa-

tional differences in post-training attrition levels. Section III

introduces a multillariate model of, the attrition-inocess to,analyze the

separate relative effects of individual characteri%tics, duty location,
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,

career turbulence, and military occupation on attrition: The final sec-
. .

tion presents conclusions aqd suggestions for further research.
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II. DATA AND:PATTERNS/OF POST-TRAINING ATTRITION

The FY75 Cohoit File is a unique source of.data for analyzing

attrition behaviOr. Created by the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC),

it contains information on nonprior service enl isted accessions 'for FY75

(October 1974 through September 1975). The file consists of a longitu-.

dinal'history of these accessions:and includes'informatiOn from/three_

types of personnel records: the accession record, quarterly master file

records, and.loss records. Thus, the file contains informatioh on WiCk-

ground experiences before accession, a sequ6nee of military experiences,
. ,,

and status at separation'from the military. It is therefore posgible to

traCe the effects of military.experlences on attritipn'behavior

'throughout .the first term 'of enlistment.
k

*The file contains tw*Oroad groups of variables which are likely to' 0,

influence post'-training attrition: individual background characteris-

.tics and recruit service experiences. Background oharacteristics

' include region of origin, race., age atentry, educational attainment?

S.

^
ArmeeForces Qualification Test (AFQT) score, family status, and recruit

entry status. Service experiences are characterized by the recruit s-

inftial'post-training duty location, final post-tr'ainirig duty location,

.military occupational specialty, and career turbulence (e.g., job=.reas-

signments and retraining).
Or

Table 1 reveals the differences in the Overall post-training attri-..

tion levels in occupational areas of-the,Army and Air Force.[11 The Air

(1] These five occup ationdl area groupingS-were.constructed fKom
the one-digit DoD'ocoupational'arda code* associated'with initial Mili-
tary Occupationai Speciality .(MOS) or Air.Fords, Speciality Cqdet(AFSC),,
the five areas are:

"4"-- "r". ....4r-14^

7
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Force has aksubstantially higher post-training attri,tion rate than thd

.Army-2.2.3 percent vs. 20,8 percent).- This di.L.erence may...partly

reflect the fact that training E rion in the Army waS 16.8 percent as

compared wi.th-.9-3 percent in the Air Forge. If the Army iS more suc-

cessful at detecting.and diS"missing potentially unproductive teCruits

during training, then the training .,dismissal policy has a dampening.

influence oi post-training-attrition.[2] Another reason for the higheef

post-training attrition%rate in the Ar,Force Is the fact that virtuall

all Air Force enlistments are for four-years, as contraSted with a mix

4, three- and four-pear enlistments in the Army. Since the Air-Force 2

recruits are at risk of discharge for a longer avepage time, the attri-

, *ion rate-sfiould be somewhat higher (other factors held constant). Even
N'

after 3& months, however, the Air Force unconditiopsal postJtraining
-

.
. .

.

attritfon rate (26.4 percent) still exceeds that of the Army (20.2 per-

; .

.

cent) :
. . ._ e . (44:

,

./In each servige, attrition rates Ta-ry significantly with occupa-

tional area. In. thelAir Force, skilled technicians and

,. Skilled technicians (DoD codes 1-4),
Functional.support and administration (DoD code 5),
.ElectriCal/mechanical equipment repairmen (DoD code 6), ,

Craftsmen, Service and supply ha lers (DoD codes 7.-8), and

Combat arms (DoD code 0).
These very,broad categories of job tasks Allow comparisons of post-
training'attrition levels across very different jobs. Attrition rates

in occupational areas can also be Compared across services. Much more

narrdw occupational (MOS and AFSC) inf.ormation is inclUded in the mul-.

Tivariate model estimated in Section III.
[2] Any cost-benefit comparisons of Army and Air Force attrition

patterns remain ambiguous at this point. Although,the Army saves on ex-
pficit training costs through attrition during training, it receives
less.retvn in the form of yecruit contribution to force productiyity%
The Air F6rge completely-loses the outlays fOr training, but presumably
accrues some returns in the form of post-training productivity before
attrition.

.1"
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electrical/mechanical equipment repairmen have attrition rates ranging 5

to 10 percent.4ge points lpwer than the other.job areas. ,In the Army,

coMbat arms have the highest post-training'attrition rate (26.6 percent

. as compared with 18.4 percent 'for the other four areas combined).

The large variation in attrition 'rates across occupational areas

does not imply thatsomd occupational areas are attrition-prone. The

apparent.importance of occupation may be illusory if individuals

predivosed to discharge eatly are clustered in a few.ocCupations.. For

example, attrition:in combat.arms may be higher than in

-eLectrical/dechanical_equipment repair because ntar)e attrition-prone high
t

/

schol dropout's are assigned to combat arms. The apparenevariance in,

post-training attrition across occupations may also be misleading if

some occupations have a'disproportionate number of "1;ad" duty assign-

ments% In this case,.the appropriate policy option would be to revise

duty assrgnment strategies, not necessarily to alter the relative

attractiveness of seemingly attrition-prone occupations.

We turn now to a multivariate thodel of attrition 17ehavior to assess

. the relative contribution of indiv,idual characteristics, duty location,

career turbulence, and,mYlitary occupation to post-training attrition.

This model'will'allow us to sott ont the sepaTate effect of i given

.

variable like military occupation while jointly controlling for indivi-

dual characteristici and other service experiences.
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III. A MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF POST-TRAINING ATTItITION

ANALYSIS FRAMEWORWAND STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY

The attrition process can be;fiewed as an outgrowth of a reevaltta-
.

"")
tioh of the enlistment con tract. At accession, the recruit and the ser-

,

vice voluntarily agree to an enlistment contract for a specified'term of

service. Each party foresees a satisfactory.relationship for the dura-

s.ion of the term of enlistment, but neither party can.fully guarantee

it. As time.passes, the service accumulates evidence'On the recruit'

(

productivity, reliability,1 and adaptability to the military environtent.

The recruit gains experience with the dekands and rewards of military .

life, and acquires skills that may-enhance his opportunities in tbe-

civilian job Market. r ".

tle under ing hypothesis is that recrlats leave the,service early

either because they perceive better civilian alternatives or belse\the

*service perceives unacceptably low recruit productivity. In short, the

recruit chooses to "quit" if he believes, 'ex ante, that his overall,

well-being hill be enhanced: The service will dismiss ("fire") the

.

./

recrdit if his ex ante productivity is believed to be less than-his mil-

itary wage.{1J For recruits who complete their enlistmenf term, the
-/'.

. .

hypothesis presumes that the recruit and the Service perceive thecouv-

'pletion Of, the enlistment contract as preferable tei its dissolution.PF

[1)The term "productivity" is used in a very broad sense to include
behavior and attitude as well gs direct work contributions.

[2]The attr,ition model is essentially a reformulation of existing
economic models of permanent civilian labor turnoverA See,Jovanovic'
(l979). The focus on post-trainiag attrition requires the 'additional
ndition that the servi.ce or recruit does mot sever the contract during

, 1 0
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Enlistment,contracts differ from most civilian emploympnt,contractip

in one important respect. The service requires a formal commitment to-
),

.--

,jserve a given number of years.; it does not allow reciuits to "quit",

4. .before"the obligatioir is cbmpleted. Hence,- by dkfinition, all attritiOn
, r . --...

7.

is service-induced. This, of course, does noeimply that allOfarly

,

discharges are the result of inherently dow recruit productivity%
. .

.. -

Rather, recruits who are dissatisfied with their enlistment contract

(and.want to "quit") may induee'discharge by creating disruptions or .

intentionally reducing their ptoductivity. As a resu'lt, attrition
.

behavior is a combination of "quits" and "fires."[31 Consequently, we4

'sare unable to determine wheiher a given,disCharge is ultimately induced

by the service or by the recruit.[4] With current data, we can only.

describe factors that are issociated with either party becoming dissa-
,

. .

tist.ted with tlie enlisttent conftact.
%

-

. e
:.. , Empirically, the attritiori'process' is summarizedsby a dichotomous .

,

, dependent variabl e that categorizes.individuals hs"stayers (people who

basic and advanced individual training (AIT). . Dufing these training
periods, both the service and the recruit enhance their knowledge of'
the value of the job match:, Since the training periodtencompasses a
number of months, the recruit and the service haVea much clearer under-
Standing of the value of the match than they'did at'aCCession. Many. '
of the bad matches have been discovered and eliminated by the end of
AIT.

to*

[3]Civilian separations are ty'pIcally categorized into quits or
fires, depending on whether the separation was initiated by the employee
or employer. This distinction is suspect in many-cases bécausthe
costs of the two types-Of dieCharges may differ substantially.Appor ex- 040
ample, a diasetisfied employee may ieduce his "firing"hecaus:Vnemplor
ment compensation is not avaihahre to employeea whokquit.

some firms may encourage unproductive workers to quit because involun-
tary discharges typically increase the firm's contributIon to s ate
.unemployment funds. .

. [4]The services.do'report reasons for'each discharge,.but e sys-
*tem for classifyin&reasons for discharge is inconsistently applied both
acrosi and within services. See Comptroller General (1980). ,
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remain nntill.the end of their service term) on leavers (individuals

,dischargedearly).Fortheithindividual,theoutcome(Y.)is defined
a

-

. to. be one or zero according to whether the individual is discharged.

early,or not% The multivariste statistical model of' the attrition level

relateseY. to a vector of 'explanatory variables (X.). Traditional least

, /6.

squaret estiMatioh procedures.are inappropriate for this estimation

problem ,because the lea§t squares.lassiunpttons are violated when the

dependent variable has ,a BernoUlli di.spribution. In pdrticular, the

,

variance ofiY
i

is not constant but is a function of theexpected Y. And

the predicted values for Y. are not constrained to lie between zero and
40,*

one, These difficuities are alleviated by specifying the attrition

model in a logistic functional form, where

P [ = 1 = 1/ [ 1
/

+ exp (-X, ' 0) .
.V

404
.

V 1

' ,4t

represents th contri*Eion to sample likelihood of Jeavers, and
-

,

41/41 + exP(-Xi')y
1,

-1/

represents the contributioh to,sample'likelihodd of Stayers. In this Ar4P,..

r42 *

(2)
OPU '

1 0'

. <

model, X. is a fk + 1) )Z. 1 vector, 0 is a (k + 1) 5( 1 vector of
. a

estimated parameters,..and k denotes the number of estimated characteris-
,

tips for eaCh individual.
if

. ,

TwONtimaticip methods are cominonly used to estimate the parameters
.

instudlAp of this type.: conditional maximum likelihood estimation and /
..

-discriminant, fUnction analy.;"Th. Since(several empirlcal studies (Chow

.0984; HaggstrON1974),' Halperin, Black lder; and Vorter (1971)) ieport

(. ..

or

,40e,

dt.

v.
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simi timAtes with both methods, we chose the cheaper, discriminant

functi n method.

is

The linear discriminant specification of a-logistic attrition model

,X(X) = ZnfP(X)/(1 - P(X))) = X0 ; (3)

i.e., the natunal logarithm of the odds ratio is a litielr function of X.

The estimated coefficients are derived by resealing the least squares'

coefficients relating'Y and X. A more intuitive interpretation of the 0

cjefficients considers the derivative'of the probAbility"function

(evaluated at the mean.attrition probability) 1.?ith respect to the jth

cha acteristic. This derivative equals

(4)

$ 01

wfe P represents the mean attrition probability. The derivative

, C
. v- approximates the effect of each explanatory variable on the average

attrition probability (Within the releant occupational area) while

holding.constant the effect of other X variables.

Th-6 remainder of this section presents results from the estimation

,of the multivariate post-training attrition model. The discriminant

regreision coefficients are translated into probabilitiea using Equation

4 and reported in Tables 2 through 7. The model ii estimated separately

for each occupational area in each service. Variables are include

control for the recruit's region of origin, race, age at entry, educe-

tional attainment, AFQT test score, family status, entry status, initial

post-training(duty location, final post-training duty location, and

4-

cAreer turbulence. ,Coefficients are also estimated for a set of indica-

1 3 .

A° 1

.4
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.-_
tor variables in each occupational area which represent very specific

..

., .. three-digit AFSC and MOS oCcupations. This finer occupational control

is imPosed to determine whether the experiences associated with occupa-

tional tpecialties significantly alter overall attrition levels in the

, occupational area. This methodology allowsus to,analyze the effects of

individual characteristics, duty location, and career turbulence on

e.

)

attrition levels across occupational areas in each service, and compare

parveter estimates of similar occupational areas across services,

IA.

,

THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS

Individual characteristics are likely to influence attrition proba-
,

bility for three reasons. First, some 'characteristics may reprgsent a

taste for military life or environment. Second, some attributes, such
r

as education or mental category, may constrain the recruit's ability to
A

achieve proficiency in a military occupation, Finally, individual

. characteristics may affect the recruit's perception Of the,value of

civiLian opportunities such as wages and the, probability of finding a
.

). .
.

job. Some or all of these factors shape a characteristic's relative

. contribution to attrition.[5]

. . ,

Tables 2 and 3 show how post-training attrition rates in the Army
,

and Air Force vary with individual characteristics, while contr011i7g

, for duty location assignments and military occupation.
t

.

,

[5] In some casts, several of these types of explanationmay under-
lie the relationship between a 'given individual characteristic and at-

trition. In these caset, the underlying mechanism cannot be identified.
,As a result, we cannot suggest policy prescriptions.

/4. 14

,.

s
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FirstIterm 'enlisted recruits for the Army and Air Force are drawn

-

disproportionately from the South. 'This overrepresentation may indicate

an underlying taste for military life in the South. Alternatively, stu-

dies of Oivilian w'ages (Smith and Welch (1975, 1978)) reveal substan-

tially lower wages in Southern states, which would tend to enhance the

military's,attractiveness to Southern youthi. In either case, 'it would

be reasonable to expect-xecruits from the South to have a slower attri-
'::.

tion rate than those froM other re,Oons, but the regression results gen-
t

erally refute this hypothesis.. The effect of'region of origin on attri-

tion probability is negligible in virtually all occupational areas. -The

exception is functional support and adMinistraLon in the Air FOrce,

\obr

where recruit from the North Central and West are 3 to 5 percent more

likely to leave than recruits from the'South%

Recruits who enter the Army before reaching age 18 are 5 to 7 per-

cent less likely to complete their enlistment terM than are recruits 18

and older. These young, presumably less mature, reoruits do-not have

attrition problems, however, in the craftsmen, service, and supply

handlers Occupational group,in the Army. The'Air Force has fewer attri- c

tion problems_with yOung recruits: Recruits under. 18 at entry are sig-

nificantly more likely to leave early only in the craftsmen, service,

and supply handlers Occupational area--exactly the opposite of the Army.

Recru4its over 18 years of age typically have the same attritiOn

t4dencies as the 18-year-old modal group. Only rarely are the variable

coefficients for recruits older than. 18 significant, and in each case
,

the effect is negative. 'In these cases, oldef recruit'attrition is 2.5

to 4-pjfeent less likely in comparison with 18-year-olds.
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Recruits without high school diplomas are much more likely to leave

early in all occupationa areas in both services. They kave demon-

strated some level of ski proficiency by completing advanced skill

training, but their job performance or behavior is ultimately unsatis-

factory.[6] Failure to comPlete high school may reflect attitudinaI.or

behavior problems or signal low ability or aptitude for the seryice job.

It would-be interesting to-determine whether nongraduates who complete
,-

,(

advanced training are marginal or average trainees. If nongraduates are.

t. able to compete equally with graduates in'advanced skill training and

still,have an increased chance of early discharge,'then educational
i

,

attainment is a proxy for factors ultimately creating attitudinal or

behavior problems in the military. Alternatively, '11 nongraduates are
,

deficient in their ability to acquire military skills in training,:then

educational attainment is probably an indication of the individual's.

underlying ability to perform in a military career. In the fo er case,

,
we would hypothesize that dropouts are less able than graduate o cope

with the military environment. This type of attrition could be

4 o
attenuated by different policies, of discipline or counseling.- In the

latter case of inadequate ability, the primary policy tool to reduce

post-training attrition is to recruit fewer dropouts (lower 'overall

att'rition) or to Taise, the proficiency standards for completion of
1 .

advanced training (increase the training att-Ltion of dropouts and --
reduce the post-training attrition). The policy choice, of course,

[6]Nongraduates may have inherent tendencies for-low lob perfor-
mance or disruplive behavior. Alternatively, some nongraduates may in-
tentionally reduce job, performance and create d4ruptions because they
want to

1,

qui
tt,

iby nducing early discharge.

r

1 6
r

.,.
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would depend on the costs V the various\alternatives and the value of

attrition as a management tool.

Race is one characteristic that is not correlated with attrition.

Blacks are 2.8 percent less likely to leave early if their military

occupatidn is in the area of functional support and administration in

the Air Force. The attrition rate for blacks in the combat area of the

Army is about 41percent lower than for whites. In all other job areas

in both services, blacks and whites haVe almost the same attrition prog-

'Mental test group does not appear to be an impoitant correlate of

post-training attrition level in most occupational areas in the Army and

Air Force. The Air Force exceptions are a 9.1 percent lower attrition

rate. for CategorY I than for Category II in the electrical/mechanical

equipment repair area and a 1.8 percent higher attrition rate for

Categories IIIB and IV than for Category II in the craftsmen, service,

and supply handlers area. Mental test ability 1.§ notably More,important

in Army combat arms, where Category IIIA, IIIB, and IV recruits are-'2.7 -

to 3.5 percent more likely to leave than Category II recruits.

The kimited importance of mental ability in the multivariate attri-

tion model is in contrast with the significant simple correlation

between mental test ability and Post-training attrition. Test ability

has the anticipated negative correlation with attrition in those cases

where the variablesJere significant, but the relative importance of test

ability is dominated by other variables in the multiveriate model. The

implication is that mental t st ability (measured by AFIQT) is not a good

predictor of post-training Attrition ip most job areas in the Army and

Air Force.

17
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The last grouppf individual characteristics in the multivariate

model are indications of the family status of the, indivldual at the com-
,

pletion of training. The results indicate that recruits'who are married

at the end of training are 3 to 8 percent less likely than single

:-

recruits to,leave edrly. Likely neasons are.the adddd responsibilities

of married recruits,,".their possibly, greater maturity, and the higher

'tinancial aLlowapces they receive.
V

The inhibiting influence Of marriage ail' attrition is offset by the

presence of children. The dependents variable is significantly positive

and contributes to attritiohr_in five of the nine occupational areas.

The implication is that marriedrecruits with clildren are more likefy
4

to leave than married'recruits with no children. Frequently, in fact,

mtrried recruits with chifai-Mm are as likely ro leave as single :

recruits:

In.general, the correlations between individual cliaracteristics and
. ,

attrition in our multivariate model are.sAilar across occupational

araas,and across both services. Whije the attrition level varies sub.:-

stantially across occupational areas and service, the relative contribu-

. .

tion of a given characteristic, e.g.,.eduational attainment, to the

attrition level is very similar to that of the others. This suggests

,

that Overall attrition cannot be attenuared through reassignmvt of
.

. .

recruits vith,certain_cDaracteristics to occupations where these atfri-

butes are less highly correlated with attration. Fox instance, if we

A

found.that a high school diploma were positively correlated with attri=

tion in maintenance jobs,but negatiiiely correlated with attritioli.j.n
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supplY, it might be possible to channel more educated recruits into sup-

ply and thus reduce overall attrition. However, our results suggest

,that this type of reassignment scheme may not substantially reduce

post-training attrit,ion in the Army or Air Force, because individual

characteristics tend to have similar effects on attrition in different

occupational areas.[7]

THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF DEP AND TERM OF SERVICE

Table 4 1-lows that delayed entry program (DEP) participants are

less likely to experience early discharge than nonparticipants.[8]

Recruits who spend more than three months in DEP are significantly more

likely, than nonp-articipants to complete their enlistMent term in all

occupational areas of each service. The magnitude of the reduction

varies ill rle Air Force from 4.9 percent for skilled technicians to 11.1

percent for electrical/mechanical equipment repAlrmen. Ir the Army, the

reduction varies from percent for electrical/mechanical equipment

repairmen to 10.0 percent. for co mbat arms.jobs. One-to-three-mohth bEP

participation also reduces attrition in most job areas, but the size of

the reduction is smaller than for recruits who remain,in DEP paSt three

monfhs.

[7]In Navy reSearCh on attrition, Thomason (1979) has argued-that
this type of reassignment gcheme, would reduce atvition by about 6 per-
cent. He found that,individual characteristics had quite different ef-
fects on attritOn in different rating groups.'

[8] linder DEP, the'services allov,a. recruit to wait up to twelve
months after enlistment before active duty. The delay typically occurs
either to,await openings in a given service occupation oe for the re-
cruit to take some leisure br finish school before enteripg the service..

a

V.
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Since the model controls for,individual job assignments, waiting

for universally perceived "better" jobs does not explain significantly

lower attrition among DEP participants.[9] Rtther, recruits may have

different tastes or skills for military jobs, and months in tEP signals

a befter match of individuals with subsequent assignment. Alterna-

tively, montha in DEP maylindicate greater maturity'and career plahning,

either because the program appeals to the c'ircumspect recruit or because
. .

hesitant and uncertain recrut7 tena po select out and not report for

service. Although all these.explanai.ions suggest a ne6tive relation

.

between DEP and attrition, it is impossible to distinguis1among the

competing hypotheses.
IL

In the Army.equatiOns, term of sdiVice wag introduced'iso contriast

three- and four-year enlistments. Sirice four-year enlisteea-are at risk
, 4

for a longer period of\time (thet is, th cost of a mistake-at rtcruit-

went is incieased), the expected sign 6f this variable's coefficient

(indicating a fOur-year Contract) is positive after other chardCteris-
'\\I

tics and experiences are controlled. The expectation is confirmed, but

the magnitude of the coefficients implies that four-year enlistees are

more likely to leave durina.the first three years of their term than are

three-Year enlistees. Ih two groups, for example--fuhctional.support

and admi( nistratiori, and craftsmen, service, ghd supply handlersfour-

.

year enlistees are 12.7 percent and 13.1 percent more likely to leave .

than three-year enlistees. . Since only 2.8 percent of the four-1 ear

-

enlistees leave during the fourth year in the Army, we can surmi e that

[9] While the combat arms area is typically mot considered particu-
larly desirable, DEP participants still have a aubStantially lower °

post-training attrition level than non-participants.

dt

20
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many of,them must iv.leaving before the tnd of the third year 9f ser-

vice.

THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF DUTY LOCATION

.DUty location unambiguogsly alters the likelihood.of attrition

after'controlling for individual characteriitics and occukation. Duty

location added significantly to the explanatory power of the multivari-

ate model in tech oecupational area of the Army and Air Force. F-tests

r;

were computed for gach equation comparing the unconstrained residual slim

of squareS (including dilty location variables) with the constrained
,

residual Sum of.squares (where the location parameters are constrained

to equal zero). In all cases, the F-statistic was significant at the 5

percent confidence level. Consequently, the observed variability in
4

attrition ?ates by duty location is dot a statistical artifact created

by a nonrandom assignment of individuals to locations.liased'on age, edu-
.

cation: mental category, or other ObserVed individual characteristics.

Tables 5 and 6 show-the variance ih'post-training attrition rate by

location.

From a policy perspectivewe would like to assess the underlYing

.reasons for the significint relative' ef&T o'f duty'!/ocation on post-

training attrition. Three brOad.operating mechanisms are-consistent

with the.observed result:

1

o Environmental: Some locations may be inherently more or less

attractiVeito recruits irrespective of their military jobs.

Vocational: Locations may differ substantially in the opporthh-
.

ities or work environments aisociated with a Wen job
. .

11,
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1

o command: The caTmand'structures and attrition policies may varY

significantly with lgcation.

Some or all of these factor§ contribute'to the-observed attrition vari-
,

ance.

The competing explanations fot attrition differences by location

have different ithplications for attr'tion management. If the, diifer-

ences were largely caused 6y envifonmental factors, then these attritiop

costs are implied by the overall maniling configuration. .Vacational

differences could be reduced by policies enhancing the attractiveness of

,attrition-prone vocational sites. Fihally, if command factors are

responsible for the observed,variance in attrition levels by loCetibn,

pblicies could be designed to identify. and,introduce the effective

attrition management approaches systemWide.

Current data are not well suited to disentangle the separae4
,

effects of environmental, vdcational, and command'factors on attrition

behavior, because we are not able to directly control these factors.

Nonetheless, we may be able to gain spme insights from observing the

pattern of location effects across occupational areas and services.. For

instanq, although command factors piobably vary with occupational area

and service, the effect of environmental'factors should be;relatively

insensitive'to.occupational area and service,branch. If vocational fac-
..

tors predominate, the effects of a given.focation on attrition will vary'

with occupational area. In comparing occupational areas of different
,

;- .
,

,

services, vocational factorm coulehave siMilar or different attrition
. .

effects on a givefi location, dapending on whether vocational factors

22

4
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- were location-specific or service-specific. , Thus, a comparison of loca-

tion effects a-cross occupational aresan has implications for

'the interpretation of location-effects on attrition.. Unfortunately,

such comparisons cannot distinguish vocational and-command factors.

In the Army, the effects of first locatidn assignment on Army

attrition are not systematit across occupational groups. CONUS. sites

-

are indistinguishable for nearly all occupational groups. The,exception

is initial duty assignment in the.West, which tends to increase attri-
,

tion by about 4 percent in the electrical/mechanical equipment repair
1

and combat'arms specialties, Interestingly, Europe has opposing effects

depeAding bn occupational group; it inCreases attrition by 5.8 percent

in fltr.fctional support and administration but reduces it by 3.7 percent

in combat arms. The Pacific is significantly negative for three occupa-

tional groups and tends to reduce attrition by 4 to 6 percent.
41

4
The last Army duty assignment is more consequential than the first,

and the attiition rates again vary across occupational groups. Recruits

-whose last.duty assignment is in the Northeast or North Central divi-

sions are 9 percent more likely to leave e'arly than those stationed in

the South. The coefficient on Europe is significantly negative for

skilled technicians, functionalsupport and administration, and,

p,
electrical/mechanical equipment repairMen. Final EUropean assignment

-

Lncreases the attrition probability by 6 percent in the craftsmen,. -Per-

vice, and supply handler specialies. The Pacific has a positive influ-

..,-

ence on aetrition,in the craftsmen, service, and supply handler and com-

bat arms occupational groups,
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4

The overall pattern of relative duty-location effects in the Army

is anything but systematic. Locations have differing effects in dif-

ferent job groups, and a given location occasionally has differing

effects for first and last duty assignments. To investigate thesens'

tivity of the location speCification, different specifications of the

muleivariate model were eatimated using first and last location vari-

ables separately. These results indicated that the overall qualitative

effects of the multivariate model.are relatively insensitive to a
tJ

respecification of the location variables.

One interpretatipn consistent with the Army results is that the

significant explanatory power of duty location variables derives either

from differences local command variables or differences in vocational

factors. Thi iflference follows from the different effects a given

location has on attrition rates among occupational groups. If some

locations were ssimpl'Y environmentally attractive, then the inhibiting

influence on attrition should be relatively uniform.

In contrast to the Army,.relative location effects4in the Air Force

- are qualitatively invariant with occupational area. Except for the.

craftsmen, service, and sUpply handler group, there is'little distinc-

tion among the effects of CONUS first duty location sites on attrition.:

Also, initial assignments in Europe or the Pacific tend to reduce the

likelihood of attrition by 5 to 9 percent in halithe occupation groups.

The effects of last'Air Force duty lopation are much more prot

,

nounced than the first location variables, hoWpver. In each of the four

occupational groups, final assignment in ihe North Central division sig-

niticantly increasegthe attrition probability relative to the South.

I..

1111111.
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European or Pacific last assignments are associated with lower'attrition

4

in all job groups; the size of the effect ranges from 8 to 27 percenW,4,- -040r__-**

The European and Pacific effects vary in magnitude subsqntially across

job groups. ,Skilled technicians assigned to Europe or_the 'Pacific ,have

much smaller reductions in their relative attrition level than do

craftsm'en, service, and supOy handlers assigned to Europe or the

Pacific.

When alternative specifications of Air Force dkity location were

tried in thd multivariate model: the overall qualitative resets were

unaffected. When first location is entered separately, NortkCentral is
. A

*s)
signiflcantly positive, and Europe and Pacific are significaktly negat

Live.' These results are repeated when Last locetion is entered

separately. Tlf6 similar pattern'of location effects aCross occupational

group4 is consistent with the hypothesii that Europe 5eTeLfic"are

more attractive by environmental criteria.. Air Fokce iWassigned
\

co the North Centrel'region, on the obber lian&,'Ape rel y

likely to leave than other CONUS recruits, after.controll'ng for back-

ground characteristics and occupation. er

\

THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF CAREER TURBULENCE

4

Disrdptions in a recruit's work environment can be characterized as

career turbulence. Turbulence cali take the form of oCcupational teas-
, 4

signment, retraining, or mere temporary absence from the recruit's milir

tary occupation. Turbulence may reduce a'recruit'g satisfaction or pro-
,

ductivity, -or both, and'consequently enhance his probatility of
d

dischatge. Unfortunately, current date-do not allow us to distinguish

2

..1.0

At/

111
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bet4in iihvoluvary and volunttiry career changes. When a-recruit leaves

one specialiyjor another, for example here is no Way of knowing

0,

ther his bility wa

,Involuntarily reassigned because

!vhether he chose
'

tive.[N] T e 7

V's
nadequatedor the first job, whether he was

00.

of changing military requirements, or

to leave the firs.t'job for

revea] s holpo4-training, attrition rates vary by

one he berieved more atiraC-

various measures of carier turbulence.

Reassignments to iciVits, that recruitg have not been trained for may

also alter the attrition probability. DODCHA (DoD chanF of occupa-

tional assignment) indicates whether the recruit's last duty occupation

corresponds to bis last primery (trained) occilpaelon. sSince this vari-

able may reveal mismatching associated with'a man's Working in' a job

other than his trained specialty, one might anticipate a positive rela-

tion between DODCHA and attrition.-

sig044;nly
vo. e.T/

negat4e. Zaken at face

tive

But DODCHA has the predicted posi-

one occupational aua and is generally significantly

the result suggests that DODCHA indi-

cates tliet recruits have volunteered for duty in a mote, desirable job oi

one with more career potential,

The final career change variable in tbe multivariate model also

coldris job mismatching: Should a recruit beiassigned to an occupation

where he is noi productive or satisfied; he may be retrained id another

specialty. This is reflected in a4lange of MOS or AFSC; accordingly,

an indicator ve-riable, MOSCHA (MOS change), has been defined to

11.0]If the perceived "turbulence" feflec;s recrtht chOice(sfor

career changes, then the turbulence variables are endogenous. While the

epdogeneity problem complicates the interpretation of the turbtlence,
coefficients, the other regression toefficients are insensitive to the
inclusion of the turbulenCe veriables.

1.
!N

1,



designaterectuitswho are retrained. To the extent that -MOSCHA indi-

cates job mismatching, the expected relationship between MOSCHA and

aftrition is positive. Alternatively, if the recruit is better suited

to the new job than the first, then MO-aHA may inhibit attrition.
-

Empirically, the efbct of MOSCHA on attrition is haphazacd: The coef-

'ficient is insignificant in four equations, significantly positive in

two, and significantly negative in two.. A posSible exp1anationhfor the

negative coefficients is that some productive recruits Seek retraining

4

in a iiew field to further their inservice career opportunities.

Changes in a recruit's military career induced by.disciplinary

infractions are likely to increase.the possibility of attrition. A.

variable inaicating.whether.the end of the man's enlistment term was

adjugted backward after accession is BASDCHA (Base Active Service Date

ohange). These adjusfmgnts are typica.11y made to account 'for time in

military prison, in desertion, or AWOL. In Short, BASDCHA designates

men wild have-some history of serious dis-Ciplinary infractions but are

not,immediately discharged for the violation.. If a serious infraction.

was a transient event in a recruit's military career, BASDCHA Will have

ho effect on attritioni. It is more likely, however, that serious '

4

misconduct indicates chronic behavior problems thattheigOten the chances'

- of early

positive.

scbarge; in this case, the predicted sign for BASDCHA is
)

In the multivariate model for the Army, the.BASDCHA coefficient is

significant and positive for all groups but skillerlatechnicians. In.the

Air Force, recruits are about 35 percent.more likely to leave if their

active base service date has been adjusted. This may.be compared with a

co

4
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While these results tehdtO

corroborate the clironic delinquency hypothesis, a change in the base

active service date is by no means synonymous with early discharge.

THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF MILITARY OCCUPATION
4

A further question is whether military occupation is correlated

with the level of attrition after controlling for individual charac-

, teristics, duty location, and career turbulence. The multivariate

attrition model provides a two-part answer,. First, attrition levels

vary_acrossoccupational groups in the Army and Air Force If'the mul-

tivariate specification.isPooled across occupational groups, indicator

variables designating occupational groups contribute significantly to

thd model's explanatory power. This result suggests that the inservice

experiences associated with an occupation may significan9y alter the

likelihood of attrition after conttolling for the differences in-indivi-

dual characteristics, duty location, and career turbulence. Table 8

shows the predicted post-training attrition levels assuming that indivi-

duals were distributed across occupational areas without regard to their

individual characteristics, duty location assignments, or career tur-

hulence. _The overall attrition level in combat arms is still substan-

.

tially higher than in all other Army occupational areas. In the Air

Force, the functional support and administration area and the craftsmen;

service, and supply handlertarea havepost-training attrition levels

about 7 to 9 percentage points higher than the othet occupational areas.

Tor example, acCording to our model, an Air Force'recrUit who'is a

,

skilled technician is about 8.8 percent more likely to leave early than
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a redruit with tlie same-iniiiiiauarCh-aracteriSlisSi_dFutyllocationsi and

career changes, but. whose occupation is in the craftsmen, service, and

supply handler group.

In addition to the broad comparisons of occupational areas,--the

multivariate attrition model facilitates attrition comparisons of

specific occupational specialties within occupational groups. In six of

the nine groups, a set of indicator variables designating individual MOS

or AFSC was'ii--gnificant at the 5 percent confidence level.[11]

In other words; within an occupational area, recruits with identi-.

cal 'ndividual characteristics, duty locations; and Career changes will

generally have differentiaredicted attrition probabilities, if they are

assigned to different military specialties.

In some groups, however, the set of military specialty variables is

not significantly correlated with the overall attrition rate. The group

of occupation variables is insignificant for functional, support and

administration and for-combat arms in the Army, and for craftsmen, ser-

vice, and supply handlers in the Air Force. The observed, unconditional

differences in attrition by occupion.within these job areas are cbrre-

lated with the background characteitistics and duty locations of indivi-

,

duals in these jobs. In combat arms, for example, infantrymen are 7.3
4.

percent more likely to leare earl, than PershiAg missile crewmen, but

the differerice vanishes when we control for other characteristics

individuals im these occupations.

of.

According to our model, a recruite

[11JF-tests are computed for each eqUation, comparing the uncon-
strained residual sum of squires (including occupation dummies) with the
constrained residual sum of squarps (where the occupation parameters are
set equal to zero).
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_specific-lob in combat arms has no significant- influence'on his attri-
_

tion probability;
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this research, a multivariate model of the attrition process has

been developed to describe the effects of individual background charac-

teristics, duty location assignmentscareer turbulence, and military

/ occupational assignments on post-training attrition. The research-sug-..

gests that military occupation and duty location are siknificantly

correlated with post-training attrition, after controlling for indivi-

dual characteristics. The role of careeT turbulence is unclear; more

meaningful measures of turbulence are re ired than those available at

thiS time. Among individual characteri ics, the research demonstrates

that high school graduates have much lower post-trainirig attrition rates

than nongraduates. The research also indicates that mental test

category'is not related to attrition after controlling for other back-

ground and inservice experience variables. Participation in a delayed

entry program (DEP) prior to entering the military tends to reduce sUb-
,

stantially the _likelihood of attrition. Married recruits are less

likely.to leave early than singfe recruits, lbut the presence of children

enhances attrition.

In geltral, ind.ividual characteristics tend to have consistent

qualitative and quantitative implications for attrition across occupa-

\tional groups in the Army and Air Force. Army combat,arms are somewhat

anomalous,,in that individual characteristics such ,as mental test

Otegory and rece, which have no ilifluence on ittLtiOn in.most occupa-

tional areas, are significantly correlated with'attrition from combat

jobs,.

31
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These results imply four policy conclusions. First, the similar

effects of individual characteristics on attrition in most occupational

groups suggest that overall post-training attrition cannot be attenuated

by Preassigning recruits with certain characteristics to occupations

where these characteristics are less positively correlated with attri-,

tion. Second, the importance of individual characteristics on post-

training attrition indicates that-the overall attrition level could.be 5

reduced by more stringent accession screens. The costs of meeting

current force reqUirements with more stringent screens may be prohibi-
_

tively expensive, however; the services would probably have to devote

,1

more time, money/4nd personnel to recruiting, screen more applicantS,

and offer more generous enlistment inCentives. Third, attrition does

vary by location, and attrition. Management may be facilitated by chang-

ing personnel practices to reduce the incentives to leave these work

environments. 'Finally, attrition also varies by occupation', 'and, the

overall attrition level could be reduced by either altering the mix of

military occupations held or enhancini the ati.ractiveness of 'high-

attrition occupat&ons.

These results suggest that-A would be useful to conduct more

detailed field and Survey analysis into attrition-related aspects of

certaan occupations anci locations. Further analysis is needed to iden-
'

tify what factors precipitate unusually high (or low) attrition levels

in different locations or occupations. To the extent thai attrition

differences are relited to military programs and facilities, attrition'

management policies could be designed to replicate desirable factors and

reduce overall attrition levels.
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Table 1 (

ATTRITION RATES BY OCCUPATIONAL AREAS
IN TEE ARMY AND AIR FORCE

(in percent)

'Army PAir Force

%,of
Cohort in

.% of

Cohort in
Occupational Area Attrition Occupation Attrition Occupation

Skilled technicians A7,2 9.2 26.8 23.2
Functional support and

administration 17.8 11.3 35.7 19.2
.Electrical/mechanical

equipment repairmen 19.8 18.0 31,1 25.7
Craftsmen, service, and
supply handlers 18.1 12.2 36.6 25.7

Combat arms 26.6 37.6

Total 20.8 ..863a
32.3 938a

h.
a
Occupations with G.2 percent or less of cohcItt were excluded.

I.
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Table-2
. .

RELATIVE PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTION OF INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS
TO POST-TRAINING ATTRITION IN THE ARMY

Characteristic

Elect/
Mech Crafts,

SkIlled Support Equip Service ComEat

Techs & Admin Repair & Supply . ArMs

Region of Orl.gin

Northeast 2.1 1.8 -1.2 -1.1 1.2.

North Central 0.2 . 3.1' . 2.0 -1.5 1.9

West r.e. 3.7* 1.4 2.0 .1.9
.

South .:- .... ... '-- --

, .

,

Age at Accession
Age LT 18 7.0* :4.6* 6.0* 1.7 4.8* "

Age EQ 18 - -- ."
p

-- --

Age EQ 19 .0:4 -2.6
4 '

-0.2 -3.9* 0.7

Age GT 19 -0-.8 -3.4* -0.6. -2.3 0.5

..

Educational Level
Npt HS grad
Grad equiv diploma
HS grad
Some post HS

Race
Black
White

-1.2
- -

15.9* 15.6* 18.9* 17.6*
11.8*. 10.9* 13.9* 18.6*

-0.4. 1.3

2,2

- 2.9 -0.6

- 0.5

AFOT Mental Category
r Category I -6.0 -2.0 -5.2 y 3.8 -3.0

Category II -- , ......... . -

Category IIIA' 0.0 70.5 -0.3. 1.7 . 2.9*
Category IIIB -1.1 1.2 - Q.5 3.5* 2.7*
:Category IV 1.3 -0.7 , 2.7 4.8*'- 3.5 ,

,-
,

..,

Family Status after AIT
Married -4.7* -3.9* -6.1*"
Single 1

More than 2 dependents
.No extra dependents

1:8 7.7*
VO.

3.8* 0.4

-3.4*

2.1

ROTES: Each entry represents the percentage difference relative to the
reference greup3 evaluated at the mean post-training attrition rate in each
respective occupational area. The reference group in each category has.a
dashed entry.'
.Starred efitries are associated with discriminant regression coefficients
that are signiticantly different from zero. ,

36



RELATIVE PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTION OF INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS
TO POST-TRAINING ATTRITION IN THE AIR ,FORCE.

. .

Characteristic
Skilled- Support
Techs & Admin

Elect/

Mach
Equip
Repair

Crafts,
Service
& Supply

SM.

Region of,Origin'
.

Northeast 0.7 3.0 -0.3 1:5

North Central -0.4 3.1* 1.5 -0.4
West -I:Lie-0' 4,5 . -.2 -1.6
South

Age at Accession
Age LT 18' -0.1 2.1 2.9 5.3*

Age EQ 18
Age EQ 19 -1.8 - -0.1 -2.6* -1.3

Age GT 19' -0.9 -1.9 -0.9

Education LeVel
Not HS grad ' 12.6* 11.6* 14.0* 16.7*
Grad equiv diploma 95* 17.1* 12.5* 17.8*
HS grad._ ;

Some post HS -3.4 , -2,2 3.1 710;8*

Race -

B1ack -1.6 . -2.8* -1.7 -0.9

White __ --

AFQT Mental Category
Category I -2.0 -5.4 -9.1* -2.1
Category II -- --

Category IIIA 1.1 -0.4 -0.5 0.3

Category IIIB and'IV 2.0 -1.6 -0.3 1.8

-Family Status after, AIT
1

Married -4.3* -6.3* -7.8*
Single
_

-- --

More than 2 dependents 4.5* 5.2* 2.0 -0.7
No extra dependents -

NOTES: Each entry represents the percentagedifference relaiive
to the reference group, evaluated at thellean post-training attri-
tion rate in each respective occupational area. ,The referdnce
group in each category has a dashed entry:
Starred entries are aSsociated . with discriminant regretsion

coefficients that are significantly different from zero.

-3 7
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Table 4

RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF SERVICE'ENTRY STATUS
TO POST-TRAINING ATTRITION

4

DEP Status
Skilled
-Techs

Support
& Admin

Elect/
Mech
Equip
Repair

.0"

Crafts,

Service
& Supply

Co:6a
Arms

Army Results
No DEP
1-3 months in DEP
DEP GT 3 months

Three-year term
Four-year term

Aif Force Results
No DEP
1-3 months in DEP

. DEP GT 3 monthi

-5.0*

-8.4*

7.6*

-1.8

NO IR,

-4.4*

-7.2*

12.7*

-3.4*
-7.2*

-3.4*

-6.0*

3.9*

-5.8*

-11.1*

-6.9*

13.1*

-1.7

7.3*

NOTES: Each entry represents the percentage difference relative to
the reference group, evaluated at the mean post-trainidg attritioa
rate in each respective occuaitional area". The reference group in
each category has a dashed edfry.
Starred entries are asiociated with discriminpt regression

coefficients that are significantly different fiom zero.
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4

Table-5

RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF INITIAL POST-TRAINING DUTY LOCATJON
TO POST-TRAINING ATTRITION

Duty tqcstion

, Elect/
. #

Mech Crafts,,
.

i Skilled Support Equip Service Combat

Techs & Admin Repair & Supply Arms

Army Results .

cons .

Northeast 3.9 . 3.8 -2.3 2.7 -0.7
,

North Central 2.0 - -0.5 (a) -41.7.
.(a) -.

South -- -- --

West ill 2.5 1.5 4.6* -1.2 4.1*

Europe 3.1 5.8* 2.6 1.9
1 Pacific -5:8* -3.2 .-4.2* -.6.5*- -6.5*

Air Force Resufts
CONUS

, A
Northeast -3.9 , 0.4 1.8 5.0

North Central 0:4 -3:2 -0.4 4.1*

- South -
--,. -.

West 0.4 1.9 1.0 2.6

Eprope . 0.2 -8.7* .-2.9 -5.a

Pacific . -4.8* -4.0. -2.8

NOTES: Each entry represents the percentage difference relative to
the referehce group, evaluated at the mean' post-training attfition

, rate in eAch respective occupational area. The reference group in
each category has a dashed entry. 1

Starred entries are associated with discriminant regression
coefficients that are significantly different from zero. , 4

a
Data for North Central were merged with those for Northeast because

of the small number of obgervations in the separate categories.
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table 6

RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF FINAL POST-TR4AINING DUTY LOCATION
\-TOTOST-TRAINING ATTRITION, A

-*

Elect/
Mech Crafts,

'Skilled Support Equip Sevice Combat
guty Ldcltion Techs & Admin Revir & Supply Arms

Army Results
CONUS

Northeast
North Central
South

West
Europe
Pacific

-4.4

-5.3.
--

1.4

-8.0*

3.2

-3.2'

-1.4

--

1.8

-10.5*
1.3

8.8*
(a)

-0.3

-5.5*
;2.8

5.2

9.1*
...:

4.2

-6.0*
6.0*

8.5*
(a)

....

1.0

Airlorce Results
N\

''CONUS
Nortifeast '-0.3 -2-.3 - -0.8 -1.1,

North Central . 6.0* 10.1* 7.4* 3.1 r--
South. ... .... _ .... ...

.. :

West 1.3 -1.2 =0.2 1.5

Europe -13.7* .-20. 1* -14.0* -22.9*

Pacific -8.0* -23.5* -17.8* -27.7*
_

'NOTES: Eich entry represents the percentage difference relative to
the reference group, evaluat4d at the mean post-training attrition

. rate in each respective occupational area. The reference group in
each category has a dashed eritry.

Starred entries are associated, with discriminant regression
coeffiCients that are significantly different from zero.*.

a -

Data for North Central were merged with those for Northeast because
of the small number of observations in the.separate categories.
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Table 7 :

RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF CAREER TURBULENCE
TO POST-TRAINING ATTRITION

'Change'

Elect/
Mech 'Crafts,

Skilled Support Equkr Service Combat
Techs & Admin Repair & Supply Arms

Army Results
MOS change -573 -4.5

No MOS change ,--

DOD chang e
a

-7.9* 1.5

No DOD Change, - -

BASD change
b

3.6 14.1*
"No.BASD change

Air Force Results
MOS change -10.5* 27.0*
No MOS Change

DOD change
4 'No.DOD change

BASD change
No BASD change

0

2.7

34.2*

-67.3*

36.2*

'-4.9 9.4* -14.0*

-3.9 -15.5* -0.7

17.4* 15,,4* 17.4*

- 1.7

15.2* -35.9*

37.0* 32.5*

NOTES: Each entrk represents the pAentage difference relative
to pth reference group, evaluated at the mean post-training attri-

.tiorate in each respective occupational area. The reference group
each category, has a dashed entry.

Starred entries are associated with discriminant regression
coef,acients that are significantly different from zero.

a
Change in occUpational assignmedt.

Base active service date change.
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Table 8

CONDITIONAL POST-TRAINING-ATTRITION LEVELS-.

BY OCCUPATIONAL AREA IN THE ARMY AND AIR FORCE

(in percent)

Occupational Area

Skilled technicians
FUnctional support and

administration
Electrical/mechanical

equipment repairmen
Craftsmen, service, and

supply handlers
ombat arms

Total

Army Air Force

20.3 29.0

20.5 35.5

.19.3 28.1

21.2 37.8

24.2

20.8 32.3

NOTE: Each entry represents .44e predicted prob-
ability of pOt-fraining attrition in'the occu-
pational area'while jointly controlling for the
individual characteristics, duty location assignments,
and career turbulence of individuals assigned to
those job areas.

11.
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